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• CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
Docket 50-255 

Technical Specifications Change Request 
License DPR-20 

It is requested that the Technical Specifications contained in the Facility 
Operating License DPR-20, Docket 50-255, for the Palisades Plant be changed as 
described below. 

Attachment 1 to this change request contains current Technical Specifications 
pages with the proposed changes included and marked in the margin. Attachment 
2 contains the affected current Technical Specifications pages marked with 
shaded text for the proposed additions and with a line drawn through proposed 
deletions. 

The following abbreviations are used in this change request: 

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report 
GL Generic Letter 
LOCA Loss of Coolant Accident 
LCO Limiting Condition for Operation 
MSLB Main Steam Line Break 
PCS Primary Coolant System 
SR Surveillance Requirement 
STS Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG 1432) 
TS Current Palisades Technical Specifications 

The proposed changes are described below. Each change is classified as one of 
the following categories: 

ADMINISTRATIVE - A change which is editorial in nature, which only 
involves movement of requirements within the TS without affecting 
their technical content, or clarifies existing TS requirements. 
These changes are discussed generically in the No Significant 
Hazards Determination. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE - A change which only adds new requirements, or 
which revised an existing requirement resulting in additional 
operational restriction. These changes are discussed generically in 
the No Significant Hazards Determination. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE - A change which deletes any existing requirement, 
or which revises any existing requirement resulting in less 
operational restriction. These changes are described individually 
in the No Significant Hazards Determination. 



• I. The following Changes are Proposed: 

A. Throughout TS Sections 3.6 and 4.5, terms defined in Section 1.0 of 
the TS were replaced with upper case text to indicate that the term 
was a defined term. This change emulates Standard Technical 
Specification (STS) usage and has been done in other recently 
revised sections of TS. 

Change A does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 
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B. The definition of Containment Integrity has been revised as follows: 

1) The phrase "when all the following are true" was deleted as 
unnecessary. It is implied that the listed conditions must be 
true. 

Change B.1 does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

2) Part "a" of the definition was revised to delete the exception 
provided by its reference to Table 3.6.1 (which is deleted by 
Change H), in accordance with the guidance of GL 91-08. The 
exception provided in Table 3.6.1 allows the manual isolation 
valves associated with Penetration 33, the Safety Injection 
Tank drain line) to be opened under administrative control. 
That a 11 owance is restored by a similar, but more general , note 
added to LCO 3.6.1. The generalization of the allowance is 
addressed by Change G.2. 

Change B.2, moves an existing allowance to open specific manual 
containment isolation within the TS; that allowance is 
generalized by Change G.2. Change B.2 is therefore classified 
as Administrative, and the generalization of the subject 
allowance is addressed under Change G.2. 

3) Part "c" of the definition was revised to delete the word 
"personnel.". There are two air locks in the Palisades 
containment. While both are for personnel entry and exit, one 
is referred to as the "Personnel Air Lock" and the other as the 
"Emergency Air Lock." This change is intended to assure the 
requirement is understood to apply to both air locks and not 
just the "Personnel Air Lock." 

Change B.3 does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

4) Part "d" of the definition was revised to delete the 
parenthetical wording "(as demonstrated by satisfying isolation 
times specified in Table 3.6.l and leakage criterion in 
Specification 4.5.2) which amplifies the defined term 
"OPERABLE". The deleted wording is redundant to the 
requirements of LCO 4.0.3, and the definition of "operable". 
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The deleted wording was part of the initial issue of the 
Palisades TS, circa 1971. At that time, the definition of 
"operable" read: "A system or component is operable if it is 
capable of fulfilling its design functions." and TS did not 
contain the explicit LCO 4.0.3 requirement to declare equipment 
to be inoperable when its surveillance was not met. Since that 
time, Amendment 130 added LCO 4.0.3 and Amendment 162 revised 
the definition of "operable" to agree with STS. 

Change B.4 does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

C. TS Section 3.6 was revised to delete the "Applicability" and 
"Objective" statements. The Applicability statement does not 
specify the applicable conditions as is done in STS, rather it 
states: "Applies to the reactor containment building." The 
Objective statement is redundant to information provided in the 
Basis. 

Change C is considered ADMINISTRATIVE because the existing 
"Applicability" and "Objective" statements contain no requirements 
and serve no function. 

D. LCO Section 3.6 was rearranged to place all LCO requirements 
together on page 3-40, and to put all of the bases sections together 
on the following page. A basis paragraph was added for LCO 3.6.4, 
Hydrogen Recombiners, where none is currently provided. The last 
basis paragraph on current page 3-40g was deleted since it is not 
pertinent to the requirements themselves. In addition, the bases 
were editorially revised to be consistent with the LCO sequence, 
terminology, and requirements. The basis paragraphs in the marked 
up pages were numbered to show their proposed order. 

Change D does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

E. LCO 3.6.1 was revised editorially as follows: 

1. The title was replaced with a general requirement for 
containment integrity. The wording "Containment integrity 
shall not be violated" was replaced with "CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY 
shall be maintained". The conditions requiring containment 
integrity were retained as items a, b, and c. 

Change E.1 does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 



2. The words in LCO 3.6.la "as defined in Specification 1.0" were 
deleted as unnecessary. The information that Containment 
Integrity is a defined term is now provided by the upper case 
text. 

Change E.2 does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

3. LCO 3.6.la was revised to state the LCO applicability as "when 
the plant is above COLD SHUTDOWN" rather than to state when it 
could be violated as "unless the reactor is in the cold 
shutdown condition." The revised wording provides a more 
direct statement of the requirement and its applicable 
conditions. LCOs 3.6.lb and 3.6.lc were revised similarly. 

Change E.3 does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

4. LCO 3.6.lb was revised from "unless the boron concentration is 
greater than refueling concentration" to "unless the PCS boron 
concentration is REFUELING BORON CONCENTRATION." The 
abbreviation "PCS" (Primary Coolant System) was added for 
clarity; the words "greater than" were deleted because the 
definition for Refueling Boron Concentration specifies a 
minimum requirement and being "greater than" is implicit in 
that definition; the words "refueling, concentration" were 
replaced with the defined term "REFUELING BORON CONCENTRATION" 
which, as noted in the basis, was the intent. 

Change E.4 does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

5. LCO 3.6.lc was revised to place the exception at the end to 
better fit with the balance of the changes to LCO 3.6.1. 

Change E.5 does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

F. Actions 3.6.lb. and c. were combined and revised to use wording 
similar to Action 3.6.3.A.1 of the STS. Action 3.6.ld. was 
renumbered 3.6.1.c. 

Change F does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 
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G. A footnote was added to LCO 3.6.1 which allows 1) entry through a 
locked air lock door to perform repairs on other airlock components, 
and 2) penetration flow paths to be unisolated intermittently under 
administrative control, without violating the LCO requirement for 
containment integrity. A basis paragraph was added to discuss this 
footnote. 
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1. Airlock Note: 

The allowance for air lock entry is intended to assure that LCO 
3.6.1 is not interpreted as prohibiting use of a similar 
footnote added to corrective action 4.5.2c. (Change P). 

The air lock entry footnote has been added LCO 3.6.1 and to the 
second paragraph of Action 4.5.2c(3) to eliminate the potential 
for initiation of an unnecessary plant shutdown. The proposed 
allowance is the same as that provided in Note 1 of STS LCO 
3.6.2, Contatnment Air Locks. 

This change is necessary to avoid the possibility of an easily 
repaired fault on one air lock door leading to initiation of a 
plant shutdown. Such an event occurred at Palisades during 
July, 1996. During a semiannual air lock pressure test, 
unquantifiable leakage occurred on the inner door of the 
personnel air lock. The second paragraph of Action statement 
4.5.2.c.(3) required that the outer door be immediately locked 
closed and tested within four hours. It also required that 
repairs be initiated immediately. Since strongbacks were in 
place to hold the inner door closed against test pressure and 
the outer door was required to be locked closed, entry into the 
air lock to effect repairs was not possible. 

The subject note was included tn the STS to allow repairs in 
just such a situation. The "Actions" section of the Bases for 
STS LCO 3.6.2 states: 

The ACTIONS are modified by a Note that allows entry and 
exit to perform repairs on the affected air Jock 
component. If the outer door is inoperable, then it may 
be easily accessed for most repairs. It is preferred that 
the air lock be accessed from inside primary containment 
by entering through the other OPERABLE ai.r Jock. However, 
if this is not practicable, or if repairs on either door 
must be performed from the barrel side of the door then it 
is permissible to enter the air Jock through the OPERABLE 
door, which means there is a short time during which the 
containment boundary is not intact (during access through 
the OPERABLE door). The ability to open the OPERABLE 
door, even if it means the containment boundary is 
temporarily not intact, is acceptable because of the low 
probability of an event that could pressurize the 
containment during the short time in which the OPERABLE 
door is expected to be open. After each entry and exit, 
the OPERABLE door must be immediately closed. If ALARA 
conditions permit, entry and exit should be via an 
OPERABLE air lock. 

Change G.l provides an allowance which is not included in TS. 
Therefore, Change G.1 is classified as Less Restrictive. 
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2. Penetration Opening Note: 

The allowance for opening penetrations under administrative 
control was added in accordance with the guidance of GL 91-08. 
Current TS Table 3.6.1 contains an allowance to open the manual 
valves used for Safety Injection Tank sampling, Penetration 33. 
This change proposes deleting that table. GL 91-08 suggests 
replacing such allowances with a more general note; the STS 
provides a similar note. The wording from the STS is proposed 
since that is the more recent publication. {The bracketed STS 
text referring to 42 inch valves was not included because 
Palisades no longer has large purge valves installed. They 
have been removed and their penetrations have been blocked.) 

Change G.2 provides a more general allowance for opening 
containment isolation valves than is provided in TS Table 
3.6.1. Therefore, Change G.2 is cl~ssified as Less 
Restrictive. 

H. Table 3.6.1, Containment Penetrations and Valves, was deleted using 
the guidance provided in Generic Letter 91-08. The current table 
lists containment penetrations, their functions, the isolation valve 
number, and the required closure time. The table lists those 
penetrations closed by an automatic isolation valve and Penetration 
33, the Safety Injection drain line. An allowance is provided to 
open the manual valves on Penetration 33 for sampling. 

GL 91-08 provides specific guidance for changing the wording of the 
former STS requirements when lists of containment isolation valves 
are removed. While the exact wording provided in GL 91-08 is not 
appropriate for the Palisades TS, the guidance provided was followed 
where it does apply: 

Table 3.6.1 was deleted. 

References to the deleted list were removed from the 
Containment Integrity definition (Change B) and the valve 
timing surveillance requirement (Change R) which were the only 
such references. 

The suggested wording "Each containment valve" is similar to 
the wording that appears in valve timing SR 4.5.3c. Other TS 
references to containment isolation valves are not limited to 
the valves listed in the deleted table. 

No exception to LCO 3.0.4 was necessary since the Palisades 
3.0.4 has been revised as allowed by GL 87-09. 

A footnote was added to LCO 3.6.1 to address opening isolation 
valves under administrative control (Change G). The basis 
paragraph for that footnote suggested by GL 91-08 has been 
added. 



----------------

The Palisades TS currently contain no exception for Type C 
testing, so no clarifying note was added. 

SR 4.5.3c, Isolation Valve Timing, was revised to delete the 
reference to Table 3.6.1. (Change R) 

Change H (the deletion of Table 3.6.1) deletes the existing list of 
containment isolation valves, but does not alter existing TS 
requirements or those components to which they apply. Lists of 
containment isolation valves are provided in the FSAR and in those 
plant procedures which perform penetration leak testing and 
isolation valve closure time testing. The set of valves subject to 
the requirements of TS 3.6 and 4.5 will not change due to the 
proposed change. Therefore Change H is classified as 
Administrative. 

I. LCO 3.6.2 was revised providing three differences from current TS: 
1) the allowable containment pressure is reduced, with different 
pressure limits specified when the reactor is critical and when it 
is not, 2) the containment pressure LCO no longer applies during 
Cold Shutdown, and 3) an Action statement has been provided. 
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1. The existing TS requirement is for containment pressure to be 
maintained below 3 psig. That limit is unchanged from the 
initial Palisades TS issued in 1971. Since that time the 
accident analyses, for at power conditions, have been revised 
to use a more restrictive limit, 1.0 psig. The 1.0 psig limit 
has been maintained by administrative control. A TS change 
request containing this more restrictive limit was submitted to 
the NRC on November 24, 1980. Since that time, the 1.0 psig 
limit has been maintained by administrative control. The 
change request was subsequently withdrawn on January 24, 1989. 

LCO 3.6.2, as revised, provides two containment pressure 
limits, each more restrictive than the current limit. One 
limit, 1.5 psig, is applicable when the plant is above Cold 
Shutdown (ie., when the PCS is above 210°F); the other, 1.0 
psig, is applicable when the plant is in Power Operation or Hot 
Standby (ie., when the reactor may be critical). 

Because the containment purge valves must remain closed, 
containment air temperature and pressure tend to rise as the 
plant is heated to operating temperature. Due to the low 
allowable pressure and limited containment ventilation path, 
this pressure rise has occasionally restricted the heatup rate, 
and unnecessarily delayed returning the plant to service. A 
special containment analysis was performed which is applicable 
only with the reactor shutdown. That analysis demonstrated 
that containment design pressure and temperature would not be 
exceeded for a LOCA or a Main Steam Line Break with an initial 
containment pressure of 1.5 psig, provided the reactor was 
subcritical. It is proposed that the 1.5 psig limit be 
applicable when the plant is above Cold Shutdown (ie,. above 



210°). It is proposed that the more restrictive limit, of 1.0 
psig, be applicable in Hot Standby and during Power Operation. 

Since proposed LCO 3.6.2 requires containment pressure to be 
maintained at a lower pressure than current TS, Change I.I is 
classified as More .Restrictive. 

2. The existing containment pressure LCO applies at· all times 
except for containment leak rate tests; the proposed LCO does 
not apply when the plant is in Cold Shutdown (ie., below 
210°F). The containment pressure LCO is not necessary during 
Cold Shutdown because it is intended to assure that design 
containment pressure is not exceeded if a LOCA or MSLB should 
occur. With the plant at Cold Shutdown, neither the PCS nor 
the Main Steam System contains sufficient energy to cause 
containment pressurization if a piping failure should occur. 
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Although both proposed limits are more limiting than the 
existing TS limit of 3.0 psig, Change I.2 revises LCO 3.6.2 so 
that it is no longer applicable in Cold Shutdown. Therefore, 
Change I.2 is classified as Less Restrictive. 

3. An Action stateme:n\t, was added to provide guidance on action to 
be taken if contattimeht pressure exceeds the specified limit. 
The actions speciffed are equivalent to those spec'ified in STS 
LCO 3.6.4, Containment Pressure. 

The Palisades TS definitions of Hot Standby, Hot Shutdown, and 
Cold Shutdown differ from those in STS. TS Section 1.0 
contains the following definitions: 

The COLD SHUTDOWN condition shall be when the primary 
coolant is at SHUTDOWN BORON CONCENTRATION and Tave 
is less than 210°F. 

The HOT SHUTDOWN condition shall be when the reactor 
is subcritica7 by an amount greater than or equal to 
the margin as specified in Technical Specification 
3.10 and Tave is greater than 525°F. 

The HOT STANDBY condition sha77 be when Tav is 
greater than 525°F and any of the CONTROL 'Hoos are 
withdrawn and the neutron flux power range 
instrumentation indicates less than 2% of RATED 
POWER. 

Currently, if containment p:ressure was to exceed the TS limit, 
an LCO 3.0.3 entry would be required. LCO 3.0.3 provides one 
hour to restore compliance or prepare for a plant shutdown and 
then requires the plant to be placed in: 

At least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours, 
At least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours, and 
At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours. 
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The proposed action allows one hour to restore compliance and 
then requires: 

"be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 6 hours 
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the fo77owing 30 hours." 
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Change I.3 provides the same amount of time to restore 
compliance, one hour, as LCO 3.0.3. However, if pressure is 
not restored within that hour the proposed change would require 
the plant be in HOT SHUTDOWN within six additional hours, which 
is more restrictive than LCO 3.0.3. Therefore, Change I.3 is 
classified as More Restrictive. 

J. Current TS LCO 3.6.3 is actually a Surveillance Requirement (SR). 

K. 

It is proposed that LCO 3.6.3 be moved to Section 4 of the TS with 
other SRs, as SR 4.5.3d. The requirement has been editorially 
revised to: 

1. Require a "visual" check rather than an "administrative" check. 
This change makes the requirement agree with the basis and with 
plant operating practice. The basis has been revised to 
discuss which valves are required to be locked closed. 

Change J.l is considered a clarification. The basis describes 
the required check as visual, and the requirement has always 
been performed by visually checking each valve. Therefore, 
Change J.l does not alter any TS requirements and is classified 
as Administrative. 

2. Add an exception for valves open under administrative control, 
as suggested by GL 91-08. The allowance for the valves to be 
opened under administrative control is discussed under Change 
G.2. Change J.2 provides an allowance that does not exist in 
current TS. Therefore, Change J.2 is classified as Less 
Restrictive. 

A new LCO is proposed to replace the former 3.6.3. That LCO 
provides a TS limit on containment average air temperature. The 
current TS contain no such limit, yet the value is used as an 
initial condition of the Safety Analyses and therefore meets 
Criterion B of 10 CFR 50.36(c){2){ii). The proposed limit is that 
value used in the safety analyses; the proposed Action is modeled 
after that in STS LCO 3.6.5; the wording is chosen to be similar to 
the balance of TS Section 3.6. The basis paragraph discussing 
containment pressure was revised to also discuss containment 
temperature. 

Since proposed LCO 3.6.3 adds a restriction which is not currently 
in TS, Change K is classified as More Restrictive. 



L. LCO 3.6.4 and the included Action were rewritten editorially using 
more consistent terminology for the hydrogen recombiners. 

Change L does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

M. LCO 3.6.5 was rewritten: 
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1. The title was deleted and parts a. and b. were combined into a 
single paragraph, similar to the arrangement of other LCOs in 
Section 3.6. Consistent terminology was used for the "purge 
exhaust isolation valves" and "~ir room supply isolati-0n 
valves." 

Change M.1 does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

2. The applicable conditions have been made more restrictive in 
order to agree with the LCO for containment integrity. The 
basis wording implies that this was the original intent. The 
current applicability is "~henever the reactor is in a HOT 
SHUTDOWN, HOT STANDBY, or POWER OPERATION condition" (ie., 
above 525°F). The basis states the requirement applies "above 
COLD SHUTDOWN" (ie., above 210°F). 

Since Change M.2 makes LCO 3.6.5 applicable over a wider range 
of operating conditions than the current requirements, Change 
M.2 is classified as More Restrictive. 

3. The component identifiers for the purge exhaust and air room 
supply isolation valves were deleted. Their functional names 
describe the valves adequately. There are no other valves in 
the plant which are "purge exhaust" or "air room supply" 
isolation valves. 

As currently written, LCO 3.6.5 contains both valve names and 
component identifiers. These two means of identification are 
redundant, and unnecessary. Change M.3 deletes the component 
identifiers from LCO 3.6.5, but does not alter existing TS 
requirements or those components to which they apply. 

Change M.3 does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

4. Part b. of LCO 3.6.5 was revised to address the subject valves 
not being locked closed (as required by part a) rather than 
addressing their being open. In addition, the requirement in 
part a was revised to delete the specific requirement to 
"electrically" lock the valves closed, which would imply that 
other means of locking the valves closed was unacceptable. The 
Basis for LCO 3.6.5 was also rewritten accordingly. These 
changes are considered to be clarification and not changes in 
requirements. 
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Change M.4 does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

N. In several places within Section 4.5.2 and its basis, numbers 
written in the form "six (6)" were revised to eliminate the 
redundancy. This usage occurs in only a few places and these 
changes make the subject paragraphs more consistent with the rest of 
the TS. The third basis paragraph on page 4-23 was revised to 
reflect the newer usage of the term LCO. 

Change N does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

0. The second paragraph of action statement 4.5.2c.(3), on page 4-20, 
has been renumbered as 4.5.2c.(4). The subject paragraph addresses 
a different condition and provides different required actions than 
the first paragraph of 4.5.2c.(3). Since that paragraph comprises a 
separate Action Statement from the first paragraph, it has been 
numbered separately. 

Change 0 does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

P. A footnote, "Entry and exit is permissible to perform repairs on the 
affected air lock components", has been added to the second 
paragraph of action statement 4.5.2c.(3) on page 4-20. The addition 
of that footnote is discussed under Change G.l, above. A bases 
description has been provided for the note. 

Change P provides an allowance which is not included in TS. 
Therefore, Change f is classified as Less Restrictive. 

Q. Paragraph 4.5.2d.(l) has been revised to delete a frequency 
requirement, referring to the period prior to the first post 
operational integrated leak rate testing, which is no longer 
applicable. 

Since the deleted portion of the SR is no longer applicable, Change 
Q does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore classified as 
Administrative. 

R. Surveillance Requirement 4.5.3c has been revised to delete the 
reference to deleted Table 3.6.1, in accordance with the guidance of 
GL 91-08. The proposed revision to SR 4.5.3c, Isolation Valve 
Timing, omits specifying valve closure time, but requires valve 
timing to be verified in accordance with Section XI of the ASME 
boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The inservice testing required by 
Specification 6.5.7, the Inservice Inspection and Testing Program, 
include the verification of stroke times for a broader class of 
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valves than those containment isolation valves that are listed in 
Table 3.6.1. The removal of valve closure times from the SR would 
not alter the TS requirements to verify that valve stroke times are 
within their limits. 

Change R does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

S. As discussed in Change J, above, the existing LCO 3.6.3 was revised 
and renumbered as 4.5.3d. The associated Basis paragraph has also 
been moved to section 4.5. 

Change S does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

T. Surveillance Requirement 4.5.2d(2) was moved to from section 4.5.2 
to section 4.5.3 and renumbered 4.5.3e. This change was made 
because the subject paragraph deals with containment isolation valve 
testing (the subject of 4.5.3) and not the frequency of local leak 
rate testing (the subject of 4.5.2). 

Change T does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 

U. Surveillance requirement 4.5.3a was revised, replacing the words 
"prior to returning the valve to service" with prior to declaring 
the valve to be OPERABLE". This change is intended to avoid the 
implication that the valve can not be returned to service, during 
periods when Containment Integrity (and isolation valve Operability) 
is not required, without performance of the required testing. As 
proposed, the subject testing would only be required when the valve 
is required to be OPERABLE. That interpretation agrees with 
surveillance requirement 4.0.1. 

Change U does not alter any TS requirements and is therefore 
classified as Administrative. 
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II. Analysis of No Significant Hazards Consideration 

Consumers Power Company finds that this proposed Technical Specifications 
change involve no significant hazards and accordingly, a no significant 
hazards determination per 10 CFR 50.92(c) is justified. 

As discussed in Section I, the each proposed change has been classified as 
Administrative, More Restrictive, or Less Restrictive. Administrative and 
More Restrictive changes are discussed generically; Less Restrictive changes 
are discussed individually. , 

Five of the proposed changes are classified as being "Less Restrictive": 
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G.l) Allowance in LCO 3.6.1 to enter an air lock to perform maintenance. 

G.2) Allowance in LCO 3.6.1 to open containment isolation valves under 
administrative control. 

I.2) Revising the applicable conditions of LCO 3.6.2, Containment 
Pressure to exclude Cold Shutdown. 

J.2) Exception in SR 4.5.3d for valves opened under administrative 
control as allowed by LCO 3.6.1 . 

P) Allowance in SR 4.5.2 to enter an air lock to perform maintenance. 

Four of the proposed changes are classified as being "More Restrictive": 

I.I) Revising LCO 3.6.2 to reduce the allowable containment pressure. 

I.3) Addition of an action statement to LCO 3.6.2, Containment Pressure. 

K) Addition of a new LCO which restricts Containment Temperature. 

M.2) Revising the applicable conditions for LCO 3.6.5, Purge Valves. 

The remaining changes are all classified as being "Administrative". 



Do the orooosed changes involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

1. Changes G.1, G.2, J.2, and P: 
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Proposed changes G.l and P allow limited access through the operable door 
of an air lock when the other door is inoperable; current Technical 
Specifications do not. Proposed changes G.2 and J.2 allow unisolating 
containment penetration flow paths intermittently under administrative 
control; current TS do provide a similar allowance, but only for one 
specific penetration. These changes cannot significantly increase the 
probability of an accident because opening an air lock door or a 
containment penetration is not, itself, an initiator and does not affect 
the items which are initiators of any analyzed accident. 

The ability to open the operable door or to open a containment 
penetration, even if it means the containment boundary is temporarily not 
intact, does not significantly increase the consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated because of the low probability of an event that 
could pressurize the containment occurring during the short time the 
operable door or containment penetration is expected to be open. In a 
case where containment integrity (or containment operability) is lost due 
to excessive leakage, both the Palisades Technical Specifications and the 
Standard Technical Specifications allow one hour of continued operation 
for its restoration. That time period is allowed without regard to the 
magnitude of the potential leakage, and would be allowed even if both 
personnel air lock doors leaking excessively. The additional allowance 
of permitting the operable door to be opened momentarily for entry or 
egress when the other door is inoperable due to excessive leakage would 
not significantly add to the probability of containment leakage and the 
resultant consequences of an accident. Similarly, the allowance to open 
any containment penetration intermittently under administrative control, 
which currently is allowed for one penetration, would not significantly 
add to the probability of containment leakage and the resultant 
consequences of an accident. 

Therefore, operation of the Facility in accordance with proposed changes 
G.1, G.2, J.2, and P would not involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. 

2. Change I.2: 

Change I.2 alters existing LCO 3.6.2, Containment Pressure so that it no 
longer applies during Cold Shutdown. LCO 3.6.2 is intended to limit 
containment pressure to that value used as an initial condition in the 
safety analysis. Containment pressure is an initial condition in 
analyses which assure that containment internal pressure will not exceed 
the containment design values during a LOCA or MSLB. Containment 
pressure is not an initiator of any accident previously evaluated. 
Neither a LOCA nor a MSLB occurring during Cold Shutdown would pressurize 
the containment. Therefore, a containment pressure LCO is not necessary, 
during Cold Shutdown, to assure that containment design pressure and 
temperature is not exceeded. The STS Containment pressure LCO is not 
applicable in Cold Shutdown. 
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Therefore, operation of the Facility in accordance with proposed change 
1.2 would not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated. 

3. More Restrictive Changes: 

15 

"More Restrictive" changes only add new requirements, or revise existing 
requirements to result in additional operational restrictions. The TS, 
with all "More Restrictive" changes incorporated, will still contain all 
of the requirements which existed prior to the changes. Therefore, "More 
Restrictive" changes cannot involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. 

4. "Administrative" changes make wording changes which clarify existing TS 
requirements, without affecting their technical content. Since 
"Administrative" changes do not alter the technical content of any 
requirements, they cannot involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated . 
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Do the proposed changes create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any previously evaluated? 

1. Changes G.l, G.2, J.2, and P: 

16 

Proposed changes G.1 and P allow limited access through the operable door 
of an air lock when the other door is inoperable; current Technical 
Specifications do not. Proposed changes G.2 and J.2 allow unisolating 
containment penetration flow paths intermittently under administrative 
control; current TS do provide a similar allowance, but only for one 
specific penetration. Opening an air lock door or a containment 
penetration does not affect the operating conditions or operation of any 
plant systems (other than the containment}; it does not create a threat 
to the integrity of any operating system or alter any system operating 
practice or settings. 

Since the opening of an air lock door or a containment penetration only 
affects the potential leakage from the containment, and does not affect 
any of the operating plant systems, operation of the Facility in 
accordance with the proposed Technical Specifications change would not 
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
previously evaluated. 

2. Change 1.2: 

Change 1.2 alters existing LCO 3.6.2, Containment Pressure so that it no 
longer applies during Cold Shutdown. LCO 3.6.2 is intended to limit 
containment pressure to that value used as an initial condition in the 
safety analysis. Containment pressure is an initial condition in 
analyses which assure that containment internal pressure will not exceed 
the containment design values during a LOCA or MSLB. Neither a LOCA nor 
a MSLB occurring during Cold Shutdown would pressurize the containment. 
Therefore, a containment pressure LCO is not necessary, during Cold 
Shutdown, to avpid creation of a new or different kind of accident. The 
STS Containment pressure LCO is not applicable in Cold Shutdown. 

Therefore, operation of the Facility in accordance with proposed change 
1.2 would not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any previously evaluated. 

3. More Restrictive Changes: 

"More Restrictive" changes only add new requirements, or revise existing 
requirements to result in additional operational restrictions. The TS, 
with all "More Restrictive" changes incorporated, will still contain all 
of the requirements which existed prior to the changes. Therefore, "More 
Restrictive" changes cannot create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any previously evaluated. 

4. "Administrative" changes make wording changes which clarify existing TS 
requirements, without affecting their technical content. Since 
"Administrative" changes do not alter the technical content of any 
requirements, they cannot create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any previously evaluated. 
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Do the proposed changes involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

1. Changes G.1, G.2, J.2, and P: 

2. 

3. 

Proposed changes G.l and P allow limited access through the operable door 
of an air lock when the other door is inoperable; current Technical 
Specifications do not. Proposed changes G.2 and J.2 allow unisolating 
containment penetration flow paths intermittently under administrative 
control; current TS do provide a similar allowance, but only for one 
specific penetration. The ability to open the operable door or a 
containment penetration, even if it means the containment boundary is 
temporarily not intact, does not involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety because of the low probability of an event that could 
pressurize the containment occurring during the short time the operable 
door or penetration is expected to be open. 

Therefore, operation of the Facility in accordance with the proposed 
Technical Specifications change would not involve a significant reduction 
in a margin of safety. 

Change 1.2: 

Change 1.2 alters existing LCO 3.6.2, Containment Pressure so that it no 
longer applies during Cold Shutdown. LCO 3.6.2 is intended to limit 
containment pressure to that value used as an initial condition in the 
safety analysis. Containment pressure is an initial condition in 
analyses which assure that containment internal pressure will not exceed 
the contaiQment design values during a LOCA or MSLB. Neither a LOCA nor 
a MSLB occurring during Cold Shutdown would pressurize the containment. 
Therefore, elimination of a Cold Shutdown LCO for containment pressure 
would not affect the post-accident pressure or temperature. Since peak 
post accident and temperature would be unaffected by the proposed change, 
operation of the Facility in accordance with proposed change 1.2 would 
not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. 

More Restrictive Changes: 

"More Restrictive" changes only add new requirements, or revise existing 
requirements to result in additional operational restrictions. The TS, 
with all "More Restrictive" changes incorporated, will still contain all 
of the requirements which existed prior to the changes. Therefore, "More 
Restrictive" changes cannot involve a significant reduction in a margin 
of safety. 

4. "Administrative" changes make wording changes which clarify existing TS 
requirements, without affecting their technical content. Since 
"Administrative" changes do not alter the technical content of any 
requirements, they cannot involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety • 
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IV. Conclusion 

The Palisades Plant Review Committee has reviewed this Technical 
Specifications Change Request and has determined that proposing this change 
does not involve an unreviewed safety question. Further, the change involves 
no significant hazards consideration. This change has been reviewed by the 
Nuclear Performance -As.sessment Department . 
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1.0 DEFINITIONS (continued) 

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be the injection of a simulated signal 
into the channel to verify that it is OPERABLE, including any alarm and 
trip initiating function. 

COLD SHUTDOWN 

The COLD SHUTDOWN condition shall be when the primary coolant is at 
SHUTDOWN BORON CONCENTRATION and lave is less than 210°F. 

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY 

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is defined to exist when: 

a. All nonautomatic containment isolation valves and blind flanges are 
closed- (OPERABLE). 

b. The equipment hatch is properly closed and sealed. 

c. At least one door in each air lock is properly closed and sealed. 

d. All automatic containment isolation valves are OPERABLE or are 
locked closed. 

e. The uncontrolled containment leakage satisfies Specification 4.5. 

CONTROL RODS 

CONTROL RODS shall be all full-length shutdown and regulating rods. 

CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) 

The COLR is the document that provides cycle specific parameter limits 
for the current reload cycle. These cycle specific parameter limits 
shall be determined for each reload cycle in accordance with 
Specification 6.6.5. Plant operation within these limits is addressed 
in individual Specifications. 

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 shall be that concentration of I-131 (µCi/gm) 
which alone would produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity and 
isotopic mixture of I-131, I-132, I-133, I-134 and I-135 actually 
present. The.thyroid dose conversion factors used for this calculation 
shall be those listed in Table III of TID-14844, "Calculation of 
Distance Factors for Power and Test Reactor Sites." 
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3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEM 

3.6.l 

3.6.2 

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be maintained:* 

a. When the plant is above COLD SHUTDOWN, 

b. When the reactor vessel head is removed (unless the PCS boron 
concentration is at REFUELING BORON CONCENTRATION), and 

c. When positive reactivity changes are made by boron dilution or 
CONTROL ROD motion (except for testing one CONTROL ROD at a time). 

ACTION: 

With one or more containment isolation valves inoperable (including 
during performance of valve testing), maintain at least one isolation 
valve OPERABLE in each affected penetration that is open and either: 

a. Restore the inoperable valves to OPERABLE status within 4 hours; or 

b. Isolate each affected penetration within 4 hours by use of at least 
one closed and deactivated automatic valve, closed manual valve, or 
bl ind flange; or 

c. Be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 6 hours and in COLD 
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 

The containment internal pressure shall not exceed: 

a. 1.5 psig when above COLD SHUTDOWN and below HOT STANDBY; and 

b. 1.0 psig when in POWER OPERATION or HOT STANDBY. 

With containment internal pressure above the limit, restore pressure to 
within the limit within 1 hour, or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 
the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 

3.6.3 The containment average air temperature shall not exceed 140°F when the 
plant is above COLD SHUTDOWN. With containment average air temperature 
above the limit, restore temperature to within the limit within 8 hours, 
or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 6 hours and in COLD 
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 

3.6.4 Two independent containment hydrogen recombiners shall be OPERABLE when 
the plant is in POWER OPERATION or HOT STANDBY. With one recombiner 
inoperable, restore the inoperable recombiner to OPERABLE status within 
30 days or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours. 

3.6.5 The containment purge exhaust and air room supply isolation valves shall 
be locked closed whenever the plant is-above COLD SHUTDOWN. With one 
containment purge exhaust or air room supply isolation valve not locked 
closed, lock the valve closed within 1 hour or be in at least HOT 
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the 
following 30 hours. 

* Entry and exit is permissible through a "locked" air lock door to perform 
repairs on other air lock components. Penetration flow paths may be 
unisolated intermittently under administrative control. 

3-40 
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3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEM (continued) 

3.6.1 Basis 

Maintaining CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY ensures that the containment atmosphere 
will be isolated from the outside environment in the event of a release of 
radioactive material to the containment atmosphere or pressurization of the 
containment. CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY also ensures that the release of 
radioactive material to the environment will be consistent with the 
assumptions used in Section 14 events of the Palisades FSAR. 

COLD SHUTDOWN conditions assure that no steam will be formed and, hence, 
there would be no pressure buildup in the containment if the primary coolant 
system ruptures. REFUELING BORON CONCENTRATION provides sufficient SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN to precludes criticality under any circumstances. 

A footnote to LCO 3.6.1 allows temporary deviation from the requirements of 
CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY. The allowance for air lock entry to perform repairs 
is discussed in the basis for Section 4.5.2. The opening of locked or 
sealed-closed containment penetration flow paths on an intermittent basis 
under administrative control includes the following considerations: 
(1) Stationing an operator, who is in constant communication with control 
room, at the valve controls, (2) Instructing this operator to close these 
valves in an accident situation, and (3) Assuring that environmental 
conditions will not preclude access to close the valves nor preclude the 
valves from closing, and that this action will prevent the release of 
radioactivity outside the containment. 

The Actions specified in LCO 3.6.1 provide time for trouble-shooting, 
repairs, and pressure testing of isolation valves or other components. 

The containment design pressure of 55 psig would not be exceeded during a 
Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) or a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) if the 
average containment air temperature was ~140°F and the internal containment 
pressure was ~1.0 psig during reactor operation (or ~1.5 psig when above COLD 
SHUTDOWN with the reactor shutdown) 111 • 

The function of the hydrogen recombiners is to eliminate the potential breach 
of containment due to a sudden hydrogen-oxygen burn following a LOCA or MSLB. 
The recombiners accomplish this by recombining hydrogen and oxygen in a slow 
continuous manner, to form water vapor. Operation of the hydrogen 
recombiners is manually initiated. Two 100% capacity, independent hydrogen 
recombiners are provided. A single recombiner is capable of maintaining the 
containment hydrogen concentration in containment below the hydrogen 
flammability limit. 

The containment purge exhaust and air room supply isolation valves are 
required to be locked closed above COLD SHUTDOWN because they are not assured 
to be capable of closing during OBA conditions'~. To ensure that the valves 
are closed and that the seals have not degraded, a between the valves leak 
rate test is periodically performed. Maintaining these valves locked closed 
during plant operation ensures that excessive quantities of radioactive 
materials will not be released via the containment purge exhaust or air room 
supply ventilation systems. The valves may be locked closed electrically, 
mechanically, or by other physical means. 

References 
(1) FSAR, Section 14.18. 
(2) Standard Review Plan 6.2.4 and Branch Technical Position CSB 6-4. 
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4.5 CONTAINMENT TESTS 

4.5.2 Local Leak Detection Tests (continued} 

c. Corrective Action 

• 

(I} 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

If at any time it is determined that 0.60 La is exceeded, 
repairs shall be initiated immediately. If repairs are not 
completed and conformance to the acceptance criterion of 
4.5.2.b(l} is not demonstrated within 48 hours, the plant 
shall be placed in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 
6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 

If at any time it is determined that total containment leakage 
exceeds La, within one hour action shall be initiated to place 
the plant in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 6 hours and 
in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 

If air lock door seal leakage is greater than 0.023 La, 
repairs shall be initiated immediately to restore the door to 
less than specification 4.5.2.b(2}. In the event repairs 
cannot be completed within 7 days, the plant shall be placed 
in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 6 hours and in COLD 
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 

If air lock door seal leakage results in one door causing 
total containment leakage to exceed 0.60 La, the door shall be 
declared inoperable and the remaining OPERABLE door shall be 
immediately locked closed* and tested within 4 hours. As long 
as the remaining door is found to be OPERABLE, the provisions 
of 4.5.2.c(2} do not apply. Repairs shall be initiated 
immediately to establish conformance with specification 
4.5.2.b(l} .. In the event conformance to this specification 
cannot be established within 48 hours the plant shall be 
placed in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 6 hours and in 
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 

* Entry and exit is permissible through a "locked" air lock door to 
perform repairs on the affected air lock components. 
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4.5 CONTAINMENT TESTS 

4.5.2 

4.5.3 

Local Leak Detection Tests (continued) 

d. Test Frequency 

(1) Individual penetrations and containment isolation valves shall 
be leak rate tested at a frequency of at least every 
refueling, not exceeding a two-year interval, except as 
specified in (a) and (b) below: 

(a) The containment equipment hatch and the fuel transfer 
tube shall be tested at each refueling outage or after 
each time used, if that be sooner. 

(b) A full air lock penetration test shall be performed at 
six-month intervals. During the period between the 
six-month tests when CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is required, a 
reduced pressure test for the door seals or a full air 
lock·penetration test shall be performed within 72 hours 
after either each air lock door opening or the first of a 
series of openings. 

Containment Isolation Valves 

a. The isolation valves shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance 
of a cycling test and verification of isolation time for auto 
isolation valves prior to declaring the valve to be OPERABLE after 
maintenance, repair, or replacement work is performed on the valve 
or its associated actuator, control, or power circuit. 

b. Each isolation valve shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying 
that on each containment isolation right channel or left channel 
test signal, applicable isolation valves actuate to their required 
position during COLD SHUTDOWN or at least once per refueling cycle. 

c. The isolation time of each power operated or automatic valve shall 
be verified in accordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code. 

d. Prior to the reactor going critical after a refueling outage, a 
visual check will be made to confirm that all "locked-closed" 
manual containment isolation valves are closed and locked (except 
for valves that are open under administrative control as permitted 
by LCO 3.6.1). 

e. Each three months the isolation valves must be stroked to the 
position required to fulfill their safety function unless it is 
established that such operation is not practical during plant 
operation. The latter valves shall be full-stroked during each 
COLD SHUTDOWN. 
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4.5 CONTAINMENT TESTS (continued) 

Basis 

The containment is designed for an accident pressure of 55 psig. 111 

While the reactor is operating, the internal environment of the containment 
will not exceed a pressure of 1.0 psig or a temperature of 140°F. With these 
initial conditions, following a design basis LOCA, the steam-air mixture will 
not exceed 55 psig. 

Prior to initial operation, the containment was strength-tested at 63 psig 
and then leak rate tested. The design objective of this preoperational leak 
rate test was established as 0.1% by weight per 24 hours at 55 psig. This 
leakage rate is consistent with the construction of the containment,'~ which 
is equipped with independent leak-testable penetrations and contains channels 
over all unaccessible containment liner welds, which were independently leak
tested during construction. 

Accid~nt analyses have been performed on the basis of a leakage rate of 
0.1% by weight per 24 hours. With this leakage rate and with a reactor power 
level of 2530 MWt, the potential public exposure would be below 10 CFR 100 
guideline values in the event of the Maximum Hypothetical Accident.'31 

The performance of a periodic integrated leak rate test during plant life 
provides a current assessment of potential leakage from the containment in 
case of an accident that would pressurize the interior of the containment. 
In order to provide a realistic appraisal of the integrity of the containment 
under accident conditions, this periodic leak rate test is to be performed 
without preliminary repairs or adjustments unless those repairs or 
adjustments are preceded and followed by local leak rate tests and the 
integrated leak rate results are adjusted to reflect the as found condition 
of the containment. 

This normal manner is a coincident two-of-four high radiation or two-of-four 
high containment pressure signals which will close all containment isolation 
valves not required for engineered safety features except the component 
cooling lines' valves which are closed by CHP only. The control system is 
designed on a two-channel (right and left) concept with redundancy and 
physical separation. Each channel is capable of initiating containment 
isolation. 14 

The Type A test requirements including pretest test methods, test pressure, 
acceptance criteria, and reporting requirements are in accordance with the 
Containment Leak Rate Testing Program. 15

•
61 

The frequency of the periodic integrated leak rate test is keyed to the 
refueling schedule for the reactor because these tests can best be performed 
during refueling shutdowns. The specified frequency is based on three major 
considerations: 

First is the low probability of leaks in the liner because of (a) the 
test of ·the leak tightness of the welds during erection; (b) conformance 
of the complete containment to a low leak rate at 55 psig during 
preoperational testing which is consistent with 0.1% leakage at design 
basis accident (OBA) conditions: and (c) absence of any significant 
stresses in the liner during reactor operation. 
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4.5 CONTAINMENT TESTS 

Basis (continued) 

Secon~ is the more frequent testing, at the full accident pressure, of 
those portions of the containment envelope that are most likely to 
develop leaks during reactor operation (penetrations and isolation 
valves) and the low value (0.60La) of the total leakage that is 
specified as acceptable from penetrations and isolation valves. 

Third is the Containment Structural Integrity Surveillance Program which 
provides assurance that an important part, of the structural integrity 
of the containment is maintained. 

The basis for specification of a total leakage rate of 0.60 La from 
penetrations and isolation valves is specified to provide assurance that the 
integrated leak.rate would remain within the specified limits during the 
intervals between integrated leak rate tests. This value allows for possible 
deterioration in the intervals between tests. 

The basis for specification of an air lock door seal leakage rate of 0.023 La 
is to provide assurance that the failure of a single air lock door will not 
result in the total containment leakage exceeding 0.6 La. The 7 day period 
specified for restoring the air lock door leakage to within limits is 
acceptable since it requires that the total containment leakage limit is not 
exceeded. 

Action 4.5.2c(4) is modified by a footnote that allows entry and exit to 
perform repairs on the affected air lock component. After each entry 
and exit, the OPERABLE door must be immediately closed. If the outer 
door is inoperable, then it may be easily accessed for most repairs. 
However, if the inner door is inoperable, or if repairs on the outer 
door must be performed from the barrel side, then it is permissible to 
enter the air lock through the OPERABLE door, which means there is a 
short time during which the containment boundary is not intact (during 
access through the OPERABLE door). The ability to open the OPERABLE 
door, even if it means the containment boundary is temporarily not 
intact, is acceptable because of the low probability of an event that 
could pressurize the containment during the short time in which the 
OPERABLE door is expected to be open. 

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY will be assured if a visual check is made of all manual 
containment isolation valves which are required to be locked closed, to 
verify they are actually closed and locked, prior to plant start-up after a 
refueling outage where one or more valves could inadvertently be left open 
(except for valves that are open under administrative control as permitted by 
LCO 3.6.1). 

Containment isolation valves which are required to be locked closed are 
discussed in the FSARa1• These valves are those manual containment isolation 
valves which are not opened during operation except as allowed by LCO 3.6.1. 
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4.5 CONTAINMENT TESTS 

Basis "('continued) 

A reduction in prestressing force and change· in physical conditions are 
expected for the prestressing system. Allowances have been made in the 
reactor building design for the reduction and changes. The inspection 
results for each tendon inspected shall be recorded on the forms provided for 
that purpose and comparison will be made with previous test results and the 
initial quality control records. 

Force-time records will be established and maintained for each of the tendon 
groups, dome, hoop and vertical. If the force measured for a tendon is less 
than the lower bound curve of the force-time graph, two adjacent tendons will 
be tested. If either of the adjacent or more than one of the original sample 
population falls below the lower bound of the force-time graph, an . 
investigation will be conducted before the next scheduled surveillance. The 
investigation shall be made to determine whether the rate of force reduction 
is indeed occurring for other tendons. If the rate of reduction is 
confirmed, the investigation shall be extended so as to identify the cause of 
the rate of force reduction. The extension of the investigation shall 
determine the needed changes in the surveillance inspection schedule and the 
criteria and i~itial planning for corrective action. 

If the force measured for a tendon at any time exceeds the upper bound curve 
of the band on the force-time graph, an investigation shall be made to 
determine the cause. 

If the comparison of corrosion conditions, including chemical tests of the 
corrosion protection material, indicate a larger than expected change in the 
conditions from the time of installation or last surveillance inspection, and 
investigation shall be made to detect and correct the causes. 

The prestressing system is a necessary strength element of the plant 
safeguards and it is considered desirable to confirm that the allowances are 
not being exceeded. The technique chosen for surveillance is based upon the 
rate of change of force and physical conditions so that the surveillance can 
either confirm that the allowances are sufficient, or require maintenance 
before minimum levels of force or physical conditions are reached. 

The end anchorage concrete is needed to maintain the prestressing forces. 
The design investigations concluded that the design is adequate. The 
prestressing sequence has shown that the end anchorage concrete can withstand 
loads in excess of those which result when the tendons are anchored. At the 
time of initial pressure testing, the containment building had been subjected 
to temperature gradients equivalent to those for normal operating conditions 
while the prestressing tendon loads are at their maximum. 

However, after the initial pressure test both concrete creep and prestressing 
losses increase with the greatest rapidity and result in a redistribution of 
the stresses and a reduction in end anchor force. Because of the importance 
of the containment and the fact that the design was new, it was considered 
prudent to continue the surveillance after the initial period. 
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4.5 CONTAINMENT TESTS 

Basis ·(continued) 

Containment dome delamination inspections performed in 1970 and 1982 have 
confirmed that no concrete delamination has occurred. The possibility that 
delamination might occur in the future is remote because dome tendon 
prestress forces gradually diminish through normal tendon relaxation and 
concrete strength normally increases over time. To account for this remote 
possibility, however, an additional delamination inspection will be performed 
in the event that 5% or more of the installed tendons must be retensioned to 
compensate for excessive loss of prestress. This inspection would be to 
confirm that any systematic excessive prestress loss did not result from 
delamination and that the retensioning process did not result in 
delamination. 

References 

(I) Updated FSAR Section 5.8.1. 

(2) Updated FSAR Section 5.8.8 

(3) Updated FSAR Section 14.22 

(4) Updated FSAR Section 6.7.2.3 

(5) 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J. 

(6) Regulatory Gui de 1.163, "Performance-Based Containment Leak-Test 
Program", September 1995. 

(7) Updated FSAR Section 5.1. 
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1.0 DEFINITIONS (continued) 

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be the injection of a simulated signal 
into the channel to verify that it is OPERABLE, including any alarm and 
trip initiating function. 

COLD SHUTDOWN 

The COLD SHUTDOWN condition shall be when the primary coolant is at 
SHUTDOWN BORON CONCENTRATION and Tave is less than 210°F. 

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY 

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is defined to exist when all the followiRg are 
~= 

a. All nonautomatic containment isolation valves and blind flanges are 
closed (OPERABLE) except as Roted iR Table 3.6.1. 

b. The equipment hatch is properly closed and sealed. 

c. At least one door in each persoRRel air lock is properly closed and 
sealed. 

d. All automatic containment isolation valves are OPERABLE 
(as demoRstrated by satisfyiRg isolatioR times specified iR 
Table 3.6.1 aRd leakage criterioR iR SpecificatioR 4.5.2) or are 
locked closed. 

e. The uncontrolled containment leakage satisfies Specification 4.5. 

CONTROL RODS 

CONTROL RODS shall be all full-length shutdown and regulating rods. 

CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) 

The COLR is the document that provides cycle specific parameter limits 
for the current reload cycle. These cycle specific parameter limits 
sh~ll be determined for each reload cycle in accordance with 
Specification 6.6.5. plant operation within these limits is addressed 
in individual Specifications. 

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 shall be that concentration of I-131 (µCi/gm) 
which alone would produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity and 
isotopic mixture of I-131, I-132, I-133, I-134 and I-135 actually 
present. The thyroid dose conversion factors used for this calculation 
shall be those listed in Table III of TID-14844, "Calculation of 
Distance Factors for Power and Test Reactor Sites." 

1-2 
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[1] 

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEM 

Aeelicability 

Applies ta the reactar caF1taiF1meF1t bijilaiAg. 

Objective 

Ta assijre the iAtegrity af the reactar caF1taiAmeF1t bijilaiAg. 

SeecificatiaAs 

3 . 6 . 1 Ca Flt a i Ame Flt I Fl tegr i t y l:R~ill!i~ll™i:ll:~:N:m~:~'=i!:rn~]ii:~:1:~::~:::]:§1:i11::J::11:1:,:111:~::~ 

Basis 

a. CaAtai AmeAt i Ategrity as aefi Rea i Fl Speci fi cati aA 1. o shall Aat Jrn ... 
vi al atea ijfll ess the reactar is i Fl the cal a shijtaa•,1F1 caAait iaA. Wheri 
1:n:1::::::1~::111:::[1::1:::ti§ii!i]llbg:[ll~Yill~I::~:: ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., 

b. CaF1tai RmeAt i F1te_gri ty shall .!'rn..t.. be vi al at ea when the reactor vessel 
head is removed ::(:unless the :P:e.S boron concentration is greater thafl 
ref ije l i Fig ca Ace Al'rat i aF1:::::::1:1::::::1§fillt~ili!il§i[il9!P:li:::::19~p:~~:IRiilli~jgN,:}:j!j~Irn~ii~ 

c. Except far testi Fig afle. .. J''ea at a ti me, W.l.ilnlllpos it i ve reactivity 
changes shall flat be 'i*=e made by CONTROr···ln1o mati afl er boron 

:im:l::i:i:~:~:i.ill:::::1!!'=!!!=1:~1!µ:!!!:!,:1:11~!11¥!~:!1!1f!~1:,:1:1:'!!!~:1:::::1nN:11:~tH::1ng 
ACTION: 

With one or more containment isolation valves inoperable (including 
during performci11~e. ... 9f...Y.alve testing), maintain at least one isolation 
valve aperabl e:jlQ.!~!~lllllW.ig in each affected pen et ration that is open and either: ····························· 

a. 

b. 

c. 

a§. 

Restor.e. the inoperable valves to aperable QlPiElRABi(jj status within 4 hoursTlfi or ............ ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.-.............. . 

Isolate each affected penetration within 4 hours by use of at least 
one iillJ.$.i.l!larlB.lfdeact i vated automatic valve secijrea i fl the i sal ati afl 
pas i ri'"lffl'·:·:·:·:·:0·r·:;:·:·:·:·11:1:i:!1::::::rn111:1J::::::::i:i~::11mi:11::::::1J:::],::n:1:::::::~J::1n1.:!:~::::::::P::m 

Isalate the affected pefletratiaA withifl 4 heijrs by ijSe af at least 
afle clasea maflijal valve er blifla flaflge; er 

Be i ~ at least hat sh,~,!:9.9,~t~ .. JJ9]ililil~H,P,]!jW~ within the ~ext 6 hours 
and in eel a shijtamm IP:M!t=iffl.YfflQQ!~ w1 thin the foll owing 30 hours. 

J..~.~- ... ~.P.e.r..~bi l i ty af the caAtai AmeAt i sal ati aA valves Ml~:jllB.:~~j}jj~!:~ijijgjjjj)jiq~~Jfi.i:l:~~~llli 
lN1tEGJU/t¥ ensures that the containment atmosphere will .. be···lsolafe·a·""from .. fhe 
o'U'fsTd"e.,.,.,.envi ronment in the event of a rel ease of radioactive material to the 
containment atmosphere or pressurization of the containment. 
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3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEM (Continued) 

tfG.!GeAta=t (~:::::;::) __ ensures that the release of 

[3] 

radioactive material fa······'tffif""en'\tffl)"frmehf····~alr····'he· ..... ·cons i stent with the 
assumptions used in Section 14 events of the Palisades FSAR. 

[ 4] I.b .. ~. ab&¥e Act i on§jjjjjjjj:P,~if)j!ilOO!igljlil!!j[ij]jjl,P,pjjjjjj[l)j~jj§jjW,jjJj requi remeF1ts provide time i Fl wM.J.ch 
fiUf: trouble-shoofifr~f~ .... rej'.falr·s .... arid .... p'f·e·ssure testing of isolation valves :&t 
1~:n:ir::::::1:1m1e:~:!n~§j may e cc ur. .. .......... . 
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• 
PEN NYMBER 

IA 

IC 

5 

11 

I4 

I5 

I6 

CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS AND 'JAL'JES 

~sv~s~T~EM~N·~~M~E~~~.NmD~~~----lJ~~ SER'JICE LINE size VALVE c ID NO 

PYRGE AIR EXHAYST CV I805 
(8") ii CV I806 

PYRGE AIR EXHAYST CV I807 
(8") ii C'I I808 

REMARKS 

A1:1te i sel ati en "a, "e. ' n i it ' 

r?q1:1ired cles1:1re 
time • 25 seceRds 

A1:1te i sel at i eR "al "e. 
. r ' ' req1:1ired cles1:1re 

SfG {E SQA) time • 25 seeeRds 
B CV 0767 -{4-!4-:~~~=============C'=/=0=7=7=I==============~·~~1:1~t=e~·=is~e~l~a~t=ie:n~v=alve; LOWDOWN r?q1:1ired cles1:1re 

S/G {E 5QB) time " 25 seeeRds 

-!4"t~ CV g77g Auto. i sel ati "" valve I 
~~;:;;=============================~'~"~~q=1:1~i=re~d~c~l=es:1:1:r~e~ 

BLOWDOWN CV 0768 

CQNBE°NSATE TO tlme 25 seeeRds 
SH CV 0939 IELD COOLING CK CD40I A1:1te iselatieR "al"e· 
SYRGE TANK . • v , time • 25 seceRds {I '") •equi•ed elesu•e 

COMPONENT COOLING CV 09IO 
WATER IN (IO") CK CC09IO 

COMPONENT COOLING CV 0911 
WATER OYT (IO") CV 0940 

A1:1te i sel ati eR "al "e. , r v , 
r?q1:1ired cles1:1re 
time • 25 seceRds 

A1:1te i sel ati eR "al "e. 
• v " ' 

r~q1:1ired cles1:1re 

S/G {E 5QA) time " 25 seeeRds 
CV 0739 ~!~~-~CYLATION A1:1te iselatieR "al"e' 

=~===================--================~~·~ts::!:~:!:· i ' 

r?q1:1ired cles1:1re 

Penetrati'e l · time • 25 secends nine size; ' l n--iso ation valves are 2 inc~ 

3 40b Amendment No. Jt$, I35 



• 
SYSTEM NAME AND 

PEN NUMBER SERVICE LINE SIZE 

+-21------H-2 MONITOR 
n") 

+-2 }Hf'+-, -----... H-2 MON HOR 

25 

26 

33 

37 

38 

H") 

CLEAN WASTE 
RECEIVER TANK 
VENT TO STACK 

NITROGEN TO 
CONTAINMENT 
( l ") 

SAF~TY INJE:CTION 
TANK DRAIN (2") 

LETDOWN TO 
PURIFICATION 
ION EXCHANGER (2") 

PRIMARY SYSTEM 
DRAIN T.'\NK PUMP 

CONDENSATE RETURN 
~ROM STEAM HEATING 
UNITS (2") 

\'ALVE 
ID NO 

S'! 2416A 
sv 24158 

SV 24 lJA 
sv 24138 

CV 1064 
CV 1065 

REMARKS 

AHte iselatieR valve; 
reqijired clesHre 
time 25 seceRds 

Aijto isolatieR valve; 
reqijired cl esijre 
time • 25 seceRds 

Aijte iselatieR valve; 
reqijired clesijre 
time • 25 seceHds 

CV 1358 Aijte iselatieR valve; 
CK N2~4o~O+-------~r~eq~ij~i~r~edR-f'c~l~o~sij~r~e~ 

time = 25 secoRds 

M'/ E:S3234 T~ese valves are allowed 
MV E:S3234A to be opeR for testiRg/sampliRg 

RO more thaR 4 hoijrs per sample 

CV 2009 Aijto isolatioR valve; 
reqijired clesijre 
time - 25 seceRds 

CV 1001 Aijte iselatieR valve; 
CK CRW403 reqijired closijre 

time 25 secoHds 

CV 1501 Aijte iselatioR valve; 
CV 1502 reqijired clesijre 

time 25 secoRds 

3 40c 
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• 
SYSTEM NAME AND 

PEN NUMBER SER'IICE LINE SIZE 

39 CONTAINMENT HEATING 
SYSTEM (4") 

40 PRI COOLANT SYSTEM 
SAMPLE LINE (~") 

<M40~P1-, -----""H2 MONITOR 
Pz II) 

-4 O-Bi--=------MH2 MONITOR 
H") 

41 DEGASIFIER PUMP 
DISCHARGE (3") 

42 DEMINERALIZED 
'tlATER TO QUENCH 
TANK (2") 

44 CONTROLLED BLEED OFF 
FROM RCP'S 
(3/4") 

46 CONTAINMENT 'JENT 
HEADER (4") 

• TABLE 3.6.1 

CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS AND 'IAL'IES 

\'ALVE 
ID NO 

C'I 1503 
Bl i Ad . fl aAge i A 
place el!iriAg 
pouer operatioA 

C'I 1910 
CV 1911 

Sl/ 2414A 
S'I 24148 

S'I 2412A 
S'J 2412B 

C'I 1004 
CK CRW407 

C'I 0155 
CK '101558 

C'J 2083 
C'I 2099 

G'I 1101 
C'I 1102 

REMARKS 

Auto isolatioA valve; 
reEJl:!ired closl:!re 
time - 25 secoAds 

.Alito isolatioA valve; 
reEjl:!ired closl:!re 
time - 2§ secoAds 

Al:!to isolatioA valve; 
req1:1iree clos1:1re 
time = 2§ seCOFIGS 

Auto isolatioA valve; 
reEJliired clos1:1re 
time - 25 secOAGS 

A1:1to isolatioA valve; 
required clos1:1re 
time - 25 secoAds 

Auto isolatioA valve; 
reql:!ireel closure 
time - 2§ secoAds 

Auto isolatioA valve; 
required closl:!re 
time - 25 seCOAGS 

Auto isolatioA valve; 
required closure 
time - 25 seCOFIGS 

• 
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CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS AND 'JAL'JES • 

SYSTEM NAME AND 'IAL\'E 
PEN NUMBER SER'JICE LINE SIZE ID NO REMARKS 

47 PRIMARY SYSTEM C'J 1002 Aute iselatieA valve; 
DRAIN TANK PUMP C'J 1007 
SU CTI ON ( 4 II ) time • 25 seeeAds 

49 CLEAN WASTE C'J 1038 Aute iselatieA valve; 
RECEI'JER TANK C'J 1036 
CIRCULATION PUMP time - 25 seeeAds 
SUCTION (6 11

) 

52 CONTAINMENT SUMP C'J 1103 
DRAIN TO DIRTY WASTE C'J 1104 
TANK (4 11

) time - 25 seeeAds 

55 S/G (E 50B) C\' 0738 
RECIRCULATION (4 11 )* 

time • 25 seeeAds 

67 CLEAN WASTE C'J 1037 Aute iselatieA valve; 
RECEI'JER TANK PUMP CK CRW408 
RECIRC (3") time - 25 seeeAds 

68 AIR SUPPLY TO C'.' 1813 Aute iselatieA valve; 
AIR ROOM (12 11

) C'J 1814 
time - 25 seeeAds 

69 CLEAN WASTE C'.' 1045 Aute isolatioA valve; 
RECEI'JER TANK PUMP C'J 1044 required closure 
SUCTION (4 11

) time - 25 seeoAds 

*PeAetratioA liAe size; isolatioA valves are 2 iAeh. 

AmeAdmeAt No. Ji~, J~~' 146 
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[2] 

[5] 

[6] 

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEM (Continued) 

3.6.2 for 

II 

The eeRtaiRmeRt iRtegrity will be preteeted if the visual cheek ef all 
"locked closed" maAual isolatioA valves to verify them closed is made prior 
te ~laRt start up after aR exteRded eutage where oAe er mere valves could 
iAaaverteAtly be left opeA. 

Amendment No. 8±, -1-2-8, 



[7] 

3.6 

3.6.5 

Basis 

• 

CONTAINMENT SYSTEM (Cont'd} 

CeAtaiAmeAt PHrae aAe VeAtilatieA Systems 

ih- The containment eurge 111:1111: aAe ·1eAti l ati BA i sel ati BA valves CV 
1895, CV 1896, C- 189T;·······"c\f"····1s9s and air room supply isolation 
valves CV 1813 aAe CV 1814 shall be eleetrieally locked closed 

~~~~Ti ON t~:Adf :n=r il::l1i:t:1:l~t:~li1ir:lillilll6mmlwi:ANDBV' er POWER 

&.- With one containment purge exh.~.IJ.~.t .. ..i.~.~l~.tJ~.!'.l.. . .'lal 't'e or ... ~ air room 

it:b.i~ir~~~~ni~nh~~~v~rr.i~!lfl::,lllll~!~¥1~,ANg~vs!i:~:~~:~ i~~ ~:~~e 
·tr-=·'lfoUf"s' and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the fo 11 owing 30 hours. 

Thi containment. pudgf il"iililli~= rAt ~ l ~ti eA::::::1~::1::~:ii!filt::~9:iill~0rno ~H~ta3wN -the 
fi!e-~"iifr-effif!its .... ef StaAeare: Re·1 i ew Pl aA G. 2. 4 aAe BraAeh Tech Ai eal Pas it i eA CSB 
6-4. To ensure that the valves are closed and that th.e ... s.eal.s ... hav.e .. not 
degraded a between the valves leak rate test wi 11 be l!s!f!pi~fhnfWcaml& 
performed. Maintaining these valves l!i~llil!l!c l osed durTff"'"·'"#1"'ah'f'"''O"f»e'f·at ions-
ensures th~t excessive.quantities o,f,,,"'h;~;gJ:;:q·a:·ct iy,~,,,,,,,m,~J,~J~j"g,l,,§""'"'f't,11 no~ be. -at1on 
The eHrreAt methee ef maiAtaiAiAg CeAtaiRmeAt BHileiAg pressHre belew eAe 
psig is by the remeval ef ABA eeAeeAsible gases frem the CeAtaiAmeAt BHileiAg 

it==H~~t:m:i:f; ;:si~er:1:!~e:t!:C~ 1t~~ep:=htt:ei~!1:t~dsb~e~:er::~~;:ti~e 
iselatieA valves prier te eAtry iAte the plaAt staek. 
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4.5 CONTAINMENT TESTS 

Local Leak Detection Tests (continued) 

c. Corrective Action 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) . 

If at any time it is determined that 0.60 La is exceeded, 
repairs shall be initiated immediately. If repairs are not 
completed and conformance to the aq;gptance criterion of 
4.5.2.b(l) is no~ demonstrated with!li~ 48 .b.P.1!.f:.~, .. ,..v., .. t.h.,e .. ,, .. .P.,laryt . 
shall be pl aced in at least hot sh1:1tdowA ll!O.illt:S.IU]O.Qlrt.w1t.h.J..n. 
the next 6 hours and in at 1 east cold sh1:JfEloWrr····co.m):ts.HU.ffillOWN within the f o 11 owing 30 hours. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

If at any time it is determined that total containment leakage 

Ki~~~~~~~~:~~~:-;"§ 
t.:OtllHS.HUTDOW.N within the following tl:lirty (30-}- hours. . ........... 
:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· 

If air lock door seal leakage results in one flt door causing 
total containment leakage to exceed 0. 60 La, th~ ... <:i9..C1.f .... ~J1a 11 be 
declared inoperable and the remainJ.ng operable QRP.Jmet:P. door 
shall be immediately locked closedff and tested Wllhfir····fo1:1r (4t 
.h.P.1,.1.r.~ .. L .... As long as the remaining d"Oor is found to be operable 
P:Rf.i!lmllU~:e:, the provisions of 4.5.2.c(2) do not apply. Repairs 
·s"ffaTT·····he· initiated immediately to establish conformance with 
specification 4.5.2.b(l). In the event conformance to this 
s~ecification cannot be established within 48 hours the ffilant 

:$.mo~o.~i :H~~~t t~~ ~e~~t 6 s~~~~~w:n~m11"1i::11:u:ll1llli,~.~:lll:ll~t:o. :J.HU.10.0.WN w i th i n the fo 11 owi n 3 0 hours . ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. 
:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: g 
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4.5 CONTAINMENT TESTS 

4.5.2 

4.5.3 

Local Leak Detection Tests (continued) 

d. Test Frequency 

(1) 

(2) 

Individual penetrations and containment isolation valves shall 
be leak rate tested at a freei1:1eF1cy ef at least every six 
meflths ~rier te the first pesteperatieflal ifltegrated leak rate 
test afld at a frequency of at least every refueling 
thereafter, not exceeding a two-year interval, except as 
specified in (a) and (b) below; 

(a) 

(b) 

The containment equipment hatch and the fue 1 tran.~.f.g_r. ..... . 
!~~:rs~:~~ ~~ m~e~~:~, a~ f e~~~t r~:u~~~~~r :hutdmm !liiiS.~M!!!or 

A full air lock penetration test shall be performed at 
six-month i nterva 1 s. During the peri ad betwg_g_n ... t.h.g ......... . 

:i:iiimiii~ ~~s;~q~~~~d ~e=t~!~~~~~ ~~!~~~~!Y t·!=~~m,~:,m.r~~ 
db"O"f"·.·.··s·e·als or a full air lock penetration test shall be 
performed within 72 hours after either each air lock door 
opening or the first of a series of openings. 

Each three meRths the iselatiefl valves must be streked te the 
positiefl reeiuired te fulfill their safety fuF1ctieF1 Uflless it 

:1a=it::!!:~i=Fl~hafh~ul~t~~~r~:~e~si~h:1t c~af!~ia!t~=k!~9 
duriflg each celd shutdewfl. · 

Containment Isolation Valves 

a. 

b. 

c. 

The isolation valves shall be demonstrated eperable OPERABLE by 
performance of a eye 1 i ng test and veri fi cation of i s'O'l"affcfrr·=·t i me 

-h:~!~~:~=!~t~~;~n~:~;h!~·~~· 
actuator, controlM or power circuit. 

Each i sol at ion va 1 ve shall be demonstrated eperable QPIMSU.ii by 
verifying that on each containment isolation right dfaffifeT·.·.·--or left 
channel test signal, applicable isolati.Q.J.L .... Y...9...1.Y..g.~_ ... ..J~.f .. t.uate to their 
required pas it ion during eel d shutdm-m §QIDf!S.HQffiP.QWN or at 1 east once per refue 1 i ng eye 1 e. .. ........... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-......... ·.·.·.·.-. 

The isolation time of each power operated or automatic valve shall 
be detcrmifle_g_ .... ..t..9. ....... ~ . .9.. ... .'••ithifl its limit as specified ifl Table 3.6.1 
whefl tested MeibEfted in accordance with Section XI of the.ASME 
Boil er and P"Fers·=5ur=e=·=·=·=vesse 1 Code. 
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4.5 CONTAINMENT lESTS (continued) 

Basis 
-.-. -The .containment is designed for an accident pressure of 55 psig. 111 

While the reactor is operating, the internal environment of the containment 

~~i1F~e ~lth afh:~~r~:l:i!i1~e=:::~~~;~i~e~l::~=;e a argcA, t~~~e;::~=~a::r:.~.:..ft 

Prior to initial operation, the containment was strength-tested at 63 psig 
and then leak rate tested. The design objective of this preoperational leak 
rate test was established as 0.1% by weight per 24 hours at 55 psig. This 
leakage rate is consistent with the construct ton of the containment, 121 which 
is equipped with independent leak-testable penetrations and contains channels 
over all unaccessible containment liner welds, which were independently leak
tested during construction. 

Accident analyses have been performed on the basis of a leakage rate of 
0.1% by weight per 24 hours. With this leakage rate and with a reactor power 
level of 2530 MWt, the potential public exposure would be below 10 C~~ 100 
guideline values in the event of the Maximum Hypothetical Accident. 3 

The performance of a periodic integrated leak rate test during plant life 
provides a current assessment of potential leakage from the containment in 
case of an accident that would pressurize the interior of the containment. 
In order to provide a realistic appraisal of the integrity of the containment 
under accident conditions, this periodic leak rate test is to be performed 
\'!i thou~· pre l i mi nary 1 eak

13 
aetect i eA . s1:Jrveys er 1 eak repa,Jx,~~,,,,,,~n,~,,,,,,,q,~,,nl~,tnnw1rt,,,,,, .. ,,,,,,,,, 

This normal manner is a coincident two-of-four high radiation or two-of-four 
high containment pressure signals whi~h will close all containment isolation 
valves not required for engineered safety features except the component 
cooling lines' valves which are closed by CHP only. The control system is 
designed on a two-channel (right and left) concept with redundancy and 
physical s~paration. Each channel is capable of initiating containment 
i sol at ion. 

The Type A test requirements including pretest test methods, test pressure, 
acceptance criteria, and reporting reqMirements are in accordance with the 
Containment leak Rate Testing Program~ ·5 

The frequency of the periodic integrated leak rate test is keyed to the 
refueling schedule for the reactor because these tests can best be performed 
during refueling. shutdowns. The specified frequency is based on three major 
considerations-i,]t First is the low probability of leaks in the liner because 
of (a) the test ...... of the leak tightness of the welds during erection; ( b) 
conformance of the complete cont1jnment to a low leak rate at 55 psig during 
·preoperational testing which -Ht j[i consistent with 0.1% leakage at design 
basis accident (DBA) conditions: .. ·and (c) absence of any significant stresses 
in the liner during reactor operation. 
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4.5 CONTAINMENT TESTS 
Basis (continued)· 

SecoQd is thehmore fr~quent testjng, at the full accidert pressure, of those 
. Qort1ons oft e containmeQt envelope that are most like y tQ develop eaks 
· aurrng·(reacto)r ooerhat ion tfe11etkrat 1 o~ an~ i so I a:tJ pn va ves J and the ow 

value 0,60La of" t e. tota le.a age a.tis sP,ec1t1ed a.s acceP,table frQm 
· Denetr9t1ons and jsolation valves, ird ts the Containment Structural 

lntegr1tv Shurveil l·ance
1

Program.wh1ch provides 9ssurance th9t aQ important 
part, ort e structura integrity of the containment is ma1nta1ned. 
The basi' for SRecifjcation of a tQtal le~~~g~ rate of 0.60 L from 
penetrat1Qns ana iso1atlon va v~s ,, spec1 ied to.nrovide 9ss~rance that the 
integrated leak rate would remain w1th1n t e specit1ed 11m1ts during the 
lnteryals betw~en h1nt~grated1 lebak rate tests. This value al lows tor possible 
deter1orat1on in t e interva s etween tests. 

~
he basis. for spec i fj cation of an ai rl eel< im~1:Itlii¢1 ~oor ~eaJ 1 ei\l)age r::at.e of 
,~J~, .3 L is ·! provide ssu.ran e that the ra··1:· ·ure ..... ··n a sing I e a1 .eek 'i'ilf::i 
· =$~:1 dotlr. , . ~.lo~ .. resu1 t i . t e to~a 1 . co ta1 n~e:~:~''''.'''<ir::l\~~:~:rFX:§:!:~~t1::n~:===:=P:£:~::=[~~===: 
~~~um!=ti:~gyo~on~~~~2~ni .. i~~~ 

-A reductiQn in prestressing force and chaoge. in physical conditioQs are 
expected tQr the Qre~tre~s1ng syst~m .. Al low&nces have been ~ade in.the 
reactor bu11d1n9 aes1gn tor the reduct1on and ch&nges. The inspection 
results for eac tendon inspected shal I be recordeQ on the forms provided for 
th9t,purpose.an comparison w1l I be made with previous test results and the 
in1t1a1 quality control records. 
Force-time recprds widll be establishedhand maintained for each of the teodon 
groups dome, hoop &n verti~al. If t e force measured for a tendon is lesf 
than t~e lower bound curve ot the force-time graph, two adjacent tendons wi 1 
be test~d. If either ofhthe adJac

0
entdor more than one ot thehoriginal samp e 

poeu1at1on fa l~ felow t ~ low~r qun of the force-time grap , ao 
in estigation w1l be con ucted before the next scheduled syrvei I lance. The 
invest1g~t1on sha 1 be ma e to de~ermine ~hether the rate ot force reduction 
is ndee occurring fqr other te o s. It he rate of re uction is 
cpnfirme , the investigation sha? ge extended so as to i~ent1fy t~e cause of 

he rate of force r duct ion. The extensiQ of the investigation s al I 
determine the.neeQe~ changes in the survei?1ance.1nspect1on schedu e and the 
cr1ter1a and in1t1aY planning tor corrective action. 
If the force measured for a tendon at any time exceeds the ugper bound curve 
Qf the.band on the force-time graph, an investigation shall e made to 
determine the cause. 
If the comparison of corrosiQn co?ditions, including chemical tests of the 
corrqsion protection ~ateria1, in jcate a larger than e~Dected.change,in the 
conditions from the time Qt insta 1at1on or last surve1 I lance lflspect1on, and 
investigation shall be made to detect and correct the causes. 
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4.5 CONTAINMENT TESTS 

Basis· {continued} 

The prestressin9 system is a necessary strength element of the plant 
safeguards and it is considered desirable to confirm that the allowances are 
not being exceeded. . The techn·i que chosen for surveillance is based upon the 
rate of change.of force and physical conditions so that the surveillance can 
either confirm that the allowances are sufficient? or require maintenance 
before minimum levels of force or physical conditions are reached. 

The end anchorage concrete is needed to maintain the prestressing forces. 
The design investigations concluded that the design is adequate. The 
prestressing sequence has shown that the end anchorage concrete can withstand 
loads in excess of those which result when the tendons are anchored. At the 
time of initial pressure testing, the containment building had been subjected 
to temperature gradients equivalent to those for normal operating conditions 
while the prestressing tendon loads are at their maximum. 

Howevert after the initial pressure test both concrete creep and prestressing 
losses increase with the 9reatest rapidity and result in a redistribution of 
the stresses and a reduction in end anchor force. Because of the importance 
of the containment and the fact that the design was new, it was considered 
prudent to continue the surveillance after the initial period. 

Containment dome delamination inspections performed in 1970 and 1982 have 
confirmed that no concrete delamination has occurred. The possibility that 
delamination might occur in the future is remote because dome tendon 
prestress forces gradually diminish through normal tendon relaxation and 
concrete str~ngth normally increases over time. To account for this remote 
possibility, however, an additional delamination inspection will be performed 
in the event that 5% or more of the installed tendons must be retensioned to 
com~ensate for excessive loss of prestress. This inspection would be to 
confirm that any systematic excessive prestress loss did not result from 
delamination and that the retensioning process did not result in 
delamination. 
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